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die Kunst das Leben zu genießen
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For any queries please refer to:
Mr. Christopher Jank
marketing@fischer-moebel.de

Dieselstrasse 6
D-73278 Schlierbach
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E-Mail: info@fischer-moebel.de
Internet: www.fischer-moebel.de
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The success of fischer möbel began in 1984 with the
foundation of the company in the Stuttgart region. Due to the
strong relation to the nature, the constant effort evolved to
develop outdoor furniture in perfect harmony with the
surrounding landscape. The attachment to the home region
coupled with Swabian inventive spirit determine the character of
our family owned company and our products. With great
ambition and passion, we strive to combine the long-standing
quality with functionality and individualism.
The fischer möbel collection includes everything that makes
life outdoors so beautiful. Comfortable lounge collections invite
to relax. Functional furniture for dining areas provide plenty of
space and seating comfort for any occasion. In this way, fischer
möbel designs habitats that meet the demand for high quality
of living.
Distinctive furniture, which are as individual as their later owners
begin in the selection of the designers who are suitable to our
company. In close cooperation specific forms results by
expertise and know-how from the highest quality raw materials
and materials whose charming emerges not only through
innovative design. Numerous design awards prove our striving
for higher standards.
Through the extensive range, everyone will find the selected
furniture whom quality is just as important as our employees.
Along with our long-time and satisfied customers we continue
our way. The recognition of our customers is our greatest
motivation. Driven by that we create high quality lounges, dining
furniture as well as high-dining and bar series.
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